Gate Opening and Closing Procedures for Authorized Personnel

Procedures for opening and closing a College Forests gate when exiting the same gate you entered.

PLEASE NOTE:
Motorized use by authorized personnel only.

If you will exit by another gate, leave the gates you enter by and exit from in the same condition as when you approach them -- That is, leave OPEN if already OPEN; CLOSED and LOCKED if that was the way you found it.

Gate Opening Instructions

1. Remove one lock from lock box
2. Remove one splitter from lock box
3. Pull to release gate arm

• Remove one lock from lock box. Lock box may contain more than one lock but only one needs to be removed in order to release the gate arm.
• Remove one splitter (the metal piece that the lock is connected to) from the lock box.
• Pull the rod away from the lock box in order to release the gate arm.